Abstract-Since the random deployment of wireless multimedia sensor networks and excessive energy consumption, which is caused by hardware resource constraints, affect the network life cycle and other issues, this paper proposes the energy efficient network of genetic coding algorithm. The algorithm takes the maximum running rounds of network nodes and maximum deployment as the basis to establish the initial individual, adopt dual crossover and optimal genome mutagenesis to complete inter-individual crossover and mutation. Experimental results show that: the proposed algorithm balances the energy consumption of each node in the network and thus prolong the network lifetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network(WSN), composed by a large number of micro-sensor nodes, sends a variety of environmental information which are monitored and sensed by it (such as temperature, humidity, etc.) to the base station for processing through mutual cooperation between nodes [1] . Wireless sensor network has a wide application background, such as military, security, surveillance, equipment fault diagnosis, environmental monitoring, health care and other fields. Currently, wireless sensor networks have become an important computing platform. Wireless sensor network generally has a characteristic of greater nodes density, and the processing power of the wireless sensor nodes, the communication bandwidth, and energy and other resources are extremely limited, particularly in many applications, the sensor nodes are deployed in a dangerous or hostile environment, the nodes' energy can not be replenished [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, in the high-density deployment network, not all the nodes need to continue to work simultaneously. If all nodes are both in working condition, it may cause information redundancy, network consumes too much energy, and may cause the message conflicts. So how to use redundant nodes and how to extend network life become a key factor which should be considered in designing network coverage protocol.
Most current omnidirectional coverage issues are perceived for wireless sensor networks, often using hibernate redundant nodes to adjust the distribution of nodes or adding new nodes and other methods [5] . However, with the emergence of multimedia sensor networks, some of the existing methods are out of date. While randomly deployed sensor network and hardware resource constraints, making its energy problem particularly prominent. Multimedia sensor networks require a large amount of data sensing, processing and real-time transmitting images and audio and video information, which made it more stringent for its energy efficiency [6] [7] [8] .
It is extensively studied that sensor can save energy and prolong the network lifetime, and this is the main research sensor on wireless network. There are studies on energy efficiency of wireless sensor network working from several aspects, such as under the condition of ensuring full coverage and connectivity conditions. Through optimizing the deployment of nodes, communication overhead of sensor nodes is reduced; through constructing virtual backbone based on the minimum dominating set, the energy consumption of the node is balanced; through effective scheduling the node status, the life of network is extended; through controlling the node transmission power, the energy hole is avoided.
On the aspect of deploying the sensor nodes, Wang Youchun et al make research on the random node obstruction sensing area and node deployment in case of obstacle blocking. They didn't make requirements of the relationship between the node's communication radius and the sensing radius and propose node deployment algorithm based on sensor sub-regions. Experimental simulations show that the algorithm can obtain fewer deploying nodes. LUk et al pay more attention to the energy hole problem caused by fast energy consumption of the forwarding nodes closer to Sink node and derive deployment density formula of forwarding node, and then from the standpoint of balancing energy of node, the node deployment algorithm is proposed. Experiments show that the algorithm can prolong the network's lifetime. Misras et al make the research on the forwarding node can only be deployed with constrained node in a specific area and pay more attention to the complexity of deployment algorithm, and in the case of ensuring the connectivity, complexity algorithms of polynomial time is proposed. Younis et al summarize the issues on the node deployment and make comparison on the existing research work, and the existing problems in this field and research directions were carried out.
Tian [9] , etc., proposed a distributed covering algorithm based on scheduling node status; Zhang [10] , etc., put forward a distributed node density control algorithm to calculate mutual covering relations between the nodes according to neighbors and their own position. Xu [11] , etc., used a sequence of integers coded genetic algorithm to find the minimum coverage network subset; H Chen [12] , etc., divided the network into grids to find a subset of minimum coverage with the greedy method. In wireless multimedia sensor networks, Adriaens used the best polynomial time algorithm to solve the video sensor networks / worst case cover 0 question; Jing Ai achieved the maximum number of target coverage through scheduling between adjacent nodes; in addition, Ma and other people have also studied the issues in the sensor network coverage. S1Slijepcevic and other person put forward most-constrained least-constraining algorithm and graph-coloring approximation algorithm for calculating the maximum cover set [13] [14] . These algorithms are centralized, thus have no good scalability, and algorithm relies node's location information to calculate the coverage set. F. Ye [15] , etc., proposed the density control algorithm PEAS based detection (probing). PEAS algorithm requires that each sleep node regularly detect their neighbor nodes status within the detection range, if there is no working node within the detection range, then enter working conditions; otherwise remain in the sleep state. Obviously, some nodes of PEAS algorithm may continue to work, leading to premature death, uneven energy consumption of nodes in the network, affecting the quality of coverage. H.Zhang [16] , etc., have discussed the network coverage and connectivity, then proposed a distributed node density control algorithm OGDC. This algorithm needs nodes to calculate the coverage relations with their neighbors in accordance with its neighbors node information and its own location information.
Most covered agreements are dependent on external infrastructure (such as GPS, directional antenna) or positioning mechanism that allows the sensor nodes to obtain their physical location. However, through experiment, Stojmenovic showed that it would not only cause relatively high cost by embedding GPS or an antenna in the sensor node, but also require a lot of energy, there are some problems while accurately positioning.
In this paper, energy efficient network genetic coding algorithm establishes minimum and maximum density network coverage model to determine the appropriate number of nodes to sow; run round to the network and deploy the largest number of nodes as the basis to establish the initial individual; Use double cross and the optimal genomic mutagenesis to complete individual crossover and mutation; finally get some of the most suitable individuals.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the network model, including wireless multimedia sensor network node sensing model, network node deployment density and lattice network model. Section 3 focus on describing the energy efficient network genetic coding algorithm. Section 4 analyzes the simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper. This paper mainly made expanding and innovative work in the following areas:
(1) For wireless multimedia sensor networks random deployment and hardware resource constraints causing excessive energy consumption which affect the network life cycle and cause other issues, this paper proposes the energy efficient network genetic coding algorithm. The algorithm establishes the individual genomes on different nodes order, uses dual cross to retain talented individuals, pseudocode of the initial individuals traversed firstly is given, and after the individual traverse is over, the actual coverage of the corresponding effective genome is calculated, and then the genome is arranged according to the size of coverage. The coverage degree of each line is assigned to the corresponding column elements of vector PT. After the first traverse, it can not guarantee the network connectivity, and then the second is conducted. During the second traversal, only the nodes contributing to the network node connectivity are opened, so separation distance between two nodes is less than the edge formed by communication radius. Thus, the network will form a number of connected sub-graphs. If and only if the current nodes are opened and the number of connected sub-graphs on the network is reduced, these nodes are considered that they have made contribution. The nodes opened by the second traverse are only responsible network connectivity, and do not participate in sensing, to ensure coverage while opening as few nodes as possible. This algorithm extends the network lifetime, balance the energy consumption of each node in the network.
(2) To further validate the correctness and validity of the proposed energy efficient network genetic coding algorithm, this paper compares DCS-dist with D-Greedy algorithm through simulation experiments, and also conduct experiment under 6.0 VC  and MATLAB. Uniformly distributes nodes, the number of nodes, perceived distance and dilation angle are set according to the experimental requirements. Meanwhile, in the real node, conducts physical measurement of parameters, such as the sampling energy consumption, computing energy consumption, available sampling resolution and node circuit unit consumption. The simulation results show that: the algorithm is better than DCS-dist and D-Greedy algorithm in the network life cycle and energy consumption, it extends the network lifetime, balance the energy consumption of each node in the network.
II. NETWORK MODEL

A. Network Node Sensing Model of Wireless Multimedia Sensor
Different from conventional omnidirectional perception models, the sensing area of the multimedia node is fan-shaped, as showed by fan OA1A in Figure 1 . Where in  is the sensing divergence angle of multimedia node O, and let 0  ; r is the radius of sensing nodes.
We define that each multimedia node has K possible virtual sensing area, and 2/ k   ( 2 here can be divisible by). 
B. Network Node Deployment Density
In sensor network, in order to ensure the coverage, the maximum and minimum density need to be deployed is in Figure 2 .When the density is greater than max p , it will appear redundant nodes, and when the density is less than min p , the sensor will appear blind. If we extend the conclusion to multimedia sensing net, it is easily known that the maximum and minimum density of deployed nodes are max However, if the deployment of multimedia nodes achieve the above requirements, it will appear multiple overlapping ends. Figure 3 suggests improved deployment scenarios. Deploy two nodes on black point, gray point is only deployed a node. In Figure 3 , (a) is the coverage schemes with minimum density deployment, it will appear sensing blind spot, if any node is removed. Supposed the number of gray line node of network edge is K, and the total node is M line, so it is easy to see the total area in the network of figure 3 (a):
Total number of nodes deployed in the network (where we may assume that M is an odd number):
Thus, the minimum deployment density when the network node is completely covered:
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is the solution of the maximum deployed density when nodes are in a network-wide coverage case. At this time, in addition to the edge node, any node other than the sensing area can be completely covered by some of its neighbors. Now, figure 3 (b) the total area of the network can be approximated as:
And the total number of nodes deployed in the network (where M is odd still located):
Similarly, the largest deployment density of multimedia network nodes: 
C. Grid Network Model Lattice model [12] used here to estimate network coverage. However, if the grid spacing is set not properly, 
Wherein, S is the total area of the network, so there is the formula (9):
max T is the theoretical maximum network survival rounds, r is the total number of nodes which need to deploy in the network, and here:
Theoretical maximum lifetime rounds of network can be obtained:
Define a matrix of max T rows and n columns, , ie. the initial instance, as the formula (12) shows: 
B. First Gene Traversal For Network Coverage
See the first traversal pseudo code of initial individual. For each genome row, in turn traverse their respective genes, called / first traversal 0, the identity of its pseudo-code is defined as follows:
( 
C. Secondary Gene Traversal Face To Network Connectivity
After first traversing the network, the connectivity can not be guaranteed, as 5 (a). Black dots are open nodes, the circular area is its communication range and the white point is the sleeping node. It can be seen that active nodes in the network belong to three mutually unreachable connected subgraph.
To this end, a second traversal is needed. As formula (14a), the starting position of second traverse is the location of the next gene when the first traverse ends, and it only traverse the sleeping nodes. when the communication range of nodes which have been traversed is completely covered by the open nodes, this node will not be opened again, otherwise open the node. Once each active node in the network is fully connected, the second traversal process is terminated, as the formula (14b) shows. Wherein the nodes which has a circle communication range are nodes which are opened in the secondary traversal. Easily known from the above analysis, the time complexity of the second traverse in the worst case is O( In the second traverse, the only nodes which contribute to the communication of the network will be opened. Let all active nodes be the various points in the diagram, and if the distance between two nodes is less than its communication radius, an edge can be formed. Whereby the network will form a number of a connected subgraph. If and only if after opening the current node, connectivity in the network will reduce the number of sub-graph then the node has made contribution, as shown by gray node in figure 5 (c) . The opened nodes of the secondary traversal is only responsible for network connectivity, it does not participate sensing. 
D. Criterion for Available Nodes in The Network
Node's energy consumption for sensing and communication is basically equal, whereby the energy consumption of the first traversal of opening node is 2 times as that of the second node traverse. This is defined as follows, 
E. Fitness Function and Individual Choice
For any individual, its fitness function is defined as:
and  respectively are the weight average degree of network lifetime and the average coverage, k is the number of effective genomes,  is the amplification factor coverage, define . For any two individuals, assuming that its corresponding lifetime respectively are 
F. Double Cross Operation
Easy to know, there are n nk  possible node open ways in the network. When n is slightly larger, the search space for finding the optimal solution will be enormous, while the genetic algorithm can greatly reduce the search space, and can also find more sets of Pareto. Here an individual model of double crossover is designed to generate offspring:
(1) In the current population, optionally choose two individuals as a double cross parent, as the individual 1 and individual 2 in figure 6 (a) ; (2) 
IV. THE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Environment and Setup
We conduct the experiment under 6.0 VC  and MATLAB. Nodes are uniformly distributed, the number of nodes, perceived distance, dilation angle are set according to the experimental requirements. Meanwhile, in the real node, conduct physical measurement of parameters such as the sampling energy, computing energy consumption, available sampling resolution and node circuit unit energy consumption. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . 
B. Results and Analysis
We conduct three types of network authentication of multimedia node with different perception. When the network size is 156 156 mm  , according to the formula (4), (8) and (10) we know, nodes of these three types of network need to be deployed are respectively 1676, 116 and 117. Figure 7 shows the three types of network lifetime increase with hereditary algebra increase and become more stable. This is own to the repeated double cross of inter-individual, so that each generation retain excellent individuals.
When r = 30m, network lifetime after genetic is the longest, more than 280. When r = 25m and  = 60, network life cycle rounds is stable when about 70 generations; in the other two cases, around 60 generations the network life cycle rounds is stable. It is because when r and  are larger, sensing direction of nodes deployed in the network and each node is smaller, the individual space is small, so the algorithm converges faster.
In figure 8 , and when 27 rm  and 92 Figure 8 . Network coverage increases with hereditary algebra changing Figure 9 and Figure 10 is the comparison between the DCS-dist algorithm and D-Greedy algorithm. The open nodes are less than that of DCS-dist algorithm when achieve the same coverage. But with the improved network coverage requirements, under this algorithm nodes will need to open a little more than DCS-dist. This is because the perception of nodes in the network area will overlap, and the DCS-dist uses a distributed neighbor node communication mode, to a certain extent, to avoid overlap.
Ɵ=π/6
DCS-dist D-Greedy Since D-Greedy set priorities for each participating nodes, therefore, when the required coverage is lower, fewer nodes need to open, and this is similar to this algorithm. But as the coverage requirements upgrade, overlapping as inevitable, and D-Greedy did not use the appropriate optimization strategies, leading to its lowest efficiency.
In Figure 11 , when the value of  is relatively large, the growth change rate of fitness value of each genetic generations is relatively large, it is not conducive to the stability of the individual space. When the value of  is relatively large, although the changes amount of fitness value is too small and it is not conducive to the production of excellent individuals. In relative terms, when  and  values close to each other the fitness function will be most appropriate. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show that, when crossover and mutation rates is 0.5 and 0.1, the network lifetime is longer and growth is steady. When the crossover rate and mutation rate is high, although the network lifetime is also longer, but fluctuations is great, and even growth is negative. Conversely, when the crossover rate and mutation rate is small, the network lifetime growth is slow and it is also not conducive to the production of excellent individuals. 60.6% Figure 13 . Average network coverage changes under different crossover and mutation probability V. CONCLUSION This paper proposes an energy efficient network genetic coding algorithm. It takes the maximum number of rounds to run and deployed nodes of the network as the basis to establish the initial individual, use dual crossover and optimal genome mutagenesis to complete inter-individual crossover and mutation. Simulation results show that the proposed method ensures that the network reaches a certain degree of coverage while maximizes the network lifetime and balances the energy consumption of each node.
